Ensure your Office 365 implementation is on track to deliver real value to operational
policing, helping officers cut crime and keep people safe.

Learn how to deliver a faster return on investment
and maximise the benefits of a digital workplace for
your force in an immersive one-day workshop.
Microsoft Office 365 is a powerful productivity
platform for the modern workplace and a core
component of digital transformation. Alongside
impressive technology savings, Office 365
can enable significant time and productivity
benefits for police forces through a more mobile
workforce and innovative communication tools.
Enable highly effective collaboration
The potential of Office 365 for forces goes far
beyond the functionality of Excel, email and
sharing meeting minutes, for example. When
used collectively, Office 365’s building blocks
can support highly effective collaboration that
will help officers cut crime and keep people safe.
For instance, multiple information sources,
including external data-rich sources such as
Twitter, can be brought together into integrated,
interactive management portals to support
major operations, serious incident responses
and collaborative initiatives with delivery
partners. This is just one of many use cases that
exist that can enable richer intelligence, better
collaboration and streamlined working for police
officers.
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Gain insights

Save costs

Reduce risk

Go beyond the baseline
Recognising the opportunity that Office
365 presents, many UK police forces have
started planning their Microsoft Office 365
implementation, working in collaboration with
the National Enabling Programmes (NEP).
While the NEP’s national platform will provide
a standardised and secure baseline Office 365
platform, it’s up to individual forces to ensure
they’re maximising the operational value they’re
getting from investing in Office 365.
Realise the long-term benefits
While intuitive to use, Office 365 is also an
ever-changing, comprehensive suite of cloud
functions and device applications. It can be
difficult to know how or where best to start your
implementation, what the optimum technology
choice is for each of your business scenarios, or
how to effectively shift end-users and support
working practices. And for forces that have
started implementation, realising the expected
return on investment at the outset and delivering
the full long-term benefits of a comprehensive
digital workplace can be a challenge.
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Benefits
U
 nderstand how Office 365 can deliver
real value to operational policing
S
 ave implementation time and costs by
gaining focus and avoiding pitfalls
D
 eliver operational cost savings through
right-sized governance
R
 educe risk
G
 ain consensus on strategy
R
 ealise faster return-on-investment

Civica Digital’s team of Office 365 and policing
experts can help your force build a plan to
achieve your goals, helping you maximise
benefits, deliver faster ROI and make a greater
impact on operational policing.
Develop an actionable plan for implementation
Our interactive one-day workshop will help you
scope and orient your Office 365 deployment
using our proven Office 365 implementation
framework.
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Office 365 for police: Digital workplace strategy intensive

Realise a faster return on investment from Office 365
Facilitated by our experienced specialists, the
session is designed to rapidly immerse your team
in key decision areas to produce an actionable
strategy and plan for implementation.

A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf
of Microsoft estimates that Office 365 can deliver an overall saving
of at least 16.4% in technology benefits alone for organisations.1

Gain practical takeaways
As part of our preparatory work, we’ll hold a call
with you prior to the workshop to ensure the
day will run smoothly and all stakeholders are
prepared.

For the average UK police force, this could mean a net saving of
£2M over three years in areas including:

During the full-day workshop, which can be
conducted at your office or a local Civica hub,
our team of experts will guide you through a
series of activities and work with you to:

Infrastructure
costs

Implementation
efforts

IT support

Licences

Improve your understanding of the Office
365 suite and how it can be best used in
your force
 learly scope and prioritise your digital
C
workplace implementation, aligned to your
business needs
Map priority use cases
Identify dangerous risks and blockers
 evelop an actionable, high-level roadmap
D
for implementation
Following the session, we’ll provide you with a
summary report that includes all outputs from
the day and an implementation roadmap to take
forward in your organisation.
Finally, we’ll arrange a follow up meeting to go
through our recommendations, discuss critical
next steps and answer any questions you may
have.

A trusted partner for policing
Civica Digital has extensive experience
delivering secure, business-critical
applications to organisations across policing,
national security and defence, including
Surrey & Sussex Police, Kent Police, Police
Service of Northern Ireland, the Home Office,
Ministry of Justice and more.
To learn more about how we can help you
deliver more value from your Office 365
implementation and make a real difference
to operational policing, please get in touch
or visit us online.

“Civica Digital is currently working
with the Home Office to deliver an
Electronic Documents and Records
Management (EDRM) solution that
will be deployed on Office 365.
The solution will be rolled out
across the Home Office, delivering
improved collaboration, workplace
productivity and information
management, and support ongoing
robust compliance with information
related policies and legislation,
including the Public Records Act.”
Home Office

The Forrester Total Economic Impact of Microsoft Office 365 for Government Organizations
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